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Potential energy surface and spectroscopy of clusters of rare-gas
atoms with cyclopropane

Octavio Roncero, Pablo Villarreal, and Gerardo Delgado-Barrio
Instituto Matema´ticas y Fı́sica Fundamental, C.S.I.C, Serrano 123, 28006 Madrid, Spain

Javier González-Platas and José Bretón
Departament Fı´sica Fundamental y Experimental, Universidad de La Laguna, 38203 Tenerife, Spain

~Received 6 July 1998; accepted 25 August 1998!

Analytical empirical potential energy surfaces describing the van der Waals interaction between
rare-gas atoms and cyclopropane are presented. The functional form is based on pairwise
Lennard-Jones-type potentials which have been widely used to describe rare-gas-benzene
complexes, also studied in this work in order to check our theoretical method and for comparison.
The parameters have been chosen in order to accurately fit the high resolution microwave spectra
recently reported by Xu and Ja¨ger @J. Chem. Phys.106, 7968~1997!#. The observed splitting in the
microwave spectra of Ne-cyclopropane, associated with rotational tunneling, is well reproduced.
Moreover, such tunneling is also important for complexes of Ar and Kr in excited van der Waals
states. These phenomena involve a high delocalization of the wave functions and, therefore,
intermolecular spectroscopy techniques would provide a good check of the potential energy surface
over a broad region of the configuration space. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~98!00345-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, the study of clusters involvin
aromatic molecules, particularly rare gas-benzene c
plexes, have received a renovated interest due to the de
opment of several kinds of experimental techniques, suc
high resolution and high sensitivity microwave spect
scopy,1–3 ionization-detected stimulated Raman spect
scopies,4–6 rotationally resolved ultraviolet~UV! spectro-
scopy7,8 or high resolution coherent ion dip spectroscopy.9,10

Benzene is a prototype of aromatic systems, and bec
of its simplicity and high symmetry, its complexes with rar
gas atoms have been well studied theoretically.11–19 One of
the most interesting aspects of such theoretical studies is
determination of potential energy surfaces~PES! describing
the van der Waals interaction. Recently, realistic PES’s h
been empirically obtained from microwave data.3 These
PES’s provide a good description around the equilibri
configuration as has been confirmed by recent intermolec
spectroscopy studies.6,10 The empirical potential energy su
faces for rare-gas atoms-benzene dimers3 include three-body
terms depending on the distances between the rare-gas
and two carbon atoms of benzene. This is consistent w
some theoretical treatments of the dispersion energy on t
systems,13 in which it is found that contributions arising from
p electrons can not be expressed as simple sums of pair
terms, especially at planar configurations.

On the other hand, high resolution microwave spec
have been recently obtained for complexes of rare-gas at
with cyclopropane.20 It was found that for clusters of Ne
there was a splitting that could be explained by rotatio
tunneling of the Ne atom around the cyclopropane ring.
such a situation the ground van der Waals state of
cyclopropane explores configurations in which the Ne is
9280021-9606/98/109(21)/9288/12/$15.00
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the carbon ring plane. In cyclopropane, the angle betw
two carbon-carbon bonds is of 60°, due to symmetry requ
ments, far from the expected 120° of a typicalsp3 hybrida-
tion of the electronic orbitals of the carbon atoms. This si
ation yields a small overlap between thes orbitals describing
two carbon-carbon bonds, and originates a small arom
character of cyclopropane. Even when cyclopropane i
pseudoaromatic system, this situation might help to und
stand how important these three-body terms are, mainly n
the equilibrium configuration.

In this work, empirical potential energy surfaces whi
reproduce the high resolution microwave spectra of clus
of rare-gas atoms and cyclopropane20 are proposed. Since th
binding energy for these complexes is of the order of a f
hundreds of cm21, it is necessary to achieve highly accura
energy levels in order to simulate the microwave spectra~of
the order of thousands of MHz!. The procedure is shown in
Sec. II. The potential energy surfaces, based on Lenn
Jones-type functions, are described in Sec. III, together w
an analytic Fourier expansion for the azimuthal angle
scribing the interaction of the rare-gas atom with benzene
cyclopropane. The resulting microwave and intermolecu
spectra are discussed in Sec. IV and compared to thos
benzene complexes. Finally, Sec. V is devoted to some c
clusions.

II. THEORETICAL TREATMENT

In the kind of complexes under study, benzene and
clopropane can be considered as rigid rotors due to the l
mismatch between the fast intramolecular frequencies
the slow intermolecular motions associated with the van
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Symmetry operations on the body-fixed coordinates and on the angular functions. Note th
C2(x) operators the labelsa,b,c correspond to ap rotation about an axis in the ring plane containing the fir
second and third carbon atom, respectively. Analogously, for theC2(y) operators. The rotation matrix is
defined according to Refs. 25 and 26 which explains the differences with respect to Ref. 14 where a
convention is used.

Symmetry
operator Euler angles

Body-fixed polar
angles ofR

Transformed
function

E a,b,g u,f WVl v
JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C6(z) a,b,g1p/3 u,f2p/3 e2 i (v2V)p/3WVl v
JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C6
21(z) a,b,g2p/3 u,f1p/3 ei (v2V)p/3WVl v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)
C3(z) a,b,g12p/3 u,f22p/3 e22i (v2V)p/3WVl v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)
C3

21(z) a,b,g22p/3 u,f12p/3 e2i (v2V)p/3WVl v
JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C2(z) a,b,g1p u,f2p (21)V1vWVl v
JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C2
a(x) a1p,p2b,2g p2u,2f (21)J1l W2Vl 2v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C2
b(x) a1p,p2b,2g22p/3 p2u,2f12p/3 (21)J1l e2i (v2V)p/3W2Vl 2v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C2
c(x) a1p,p2b,2g12p/3 p2u,2f22p/3 (21)J1l e22i (v2V)p/3W2Vl 2v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C2
a(y) a1p,p2b,p2g p2u,p2f (21)J1l 2V2vW2Vl 2v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C2
b(y) a1p,p2b,2g1p/3 p2u,2f2p/3 (21)J1l 2V2ve2i (v2V)p/3W2Vl 2v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)

C2
c(y) a1p,p2b,2g2p/3 p2u,2f1p/3 (21)J1l 2V2ve22i (v2V)p/3W2Vl 2v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)
E* a,b,g1p p2u,f (21)l 1v1VWVl v

JM (a,b,g,u,f)
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Waals interactions. Within this approximation, since benz
and cyclopropane are oblate symmetric tops, the Ham
tonian takes the form

H5Aĵ21~C2A! ĵ z
21

l̂2

2mR2

2
\2

2m S ]2

]R2 1
2

R

]

]RD1V~R,u,f!, ~1!

where ĵ and ĵ z are the angular momentum of the rigid rot
and its projection on the principal axis of largest inertia m
ment, respectively. TheA andC rotational constants are ob
tained from high resolution microwave spectra f
benzene21,22 and for cyclopropane.23,24 R is the vector join-
ing the rare-gas atom to the center of mass of the rigid ro
l̂ , andm being the corresponding angular momentum ope
tor and reduced mass, respectively. Finally, in Eq.~1!,
V(R,u,f) is the intermolecular interaction potential depen
ing on R, expressed in polar coordinates in the rigid ro
body-fixed frame, in which thez-axis is perpendicular to the
carbon ring plane and thex-axis is parallel to the vector tha
joins the rigid rotor center of mass with the first carbon at
of the ring.

The binding energy of the complexes under study is
several hundreds of cm21, while the rotational transitions
searched are of some GHz, which involves the calculation
eigenvalues with high accuracy, and hence the use of hig
converged basis sets. In order to minimize the numbe
such functions, a careful choice of the basis must be done
is described in what follows.

A. Angular basis functions

In the body-fixed frame, the angular basis set functio
considered are of the form
nloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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WVl v
JM ~a,b,g,u,f!5A2J11

8p2 DMV
J* ~a,b,g!Yl v~u,f!,

~2!

where the Euler anglesa,b,g determine the orientation
of the symmetric top with respect to the space-fixed fram
DMV

J* are rotation matrices25,26 corresponding to a tota
angular momentumJ with projections M and V on the
z-axis of the space-fixed and body-fixed frames, resp
tively ~the total angular momentum operator is, indeedĴ
5 ĵ1 l̂). Yl v are usual spherical harmonics for an a
gular momentuml with a projectionv on the body-fixed
z-axis.

It is convenient to use symmetry adapted angular ba
functions, accounting for the permutation of identical nuc
and the inversion of all the spatial coordinates of the syst
The possible permutation operators should be consistent
the rigid rotor approach and do not change the relative p
tions between the atoms in benzene or cyclopropane. S
permutations are equivalent, in the body-fixed frame, to
tations. For benzene the permutation group is isomorp
with D6 @formed by 2C6(z), 2 C3(z), C2(z), 3 C2(x), 3
C2(y) and the identity#, while for cyclopropane the group i
D3 @formed by 2 C3(z), 3 C2(x) and the identity#. The
inversion of spatial coordinates,E* , with the identity,E,
form the groupCi , so that the final group of symmetr
operators, obtained as the direct product between the pe
tation group andCi , is D6h for benzene andD3h for
cyclopropane. The action on the body-fixed coordinates
on the angular basis set of Eq.~2! is summarized in Table I.
The action of the symmetry operators on the angular fu
tions of Eq.~2! either is proportional to itself or generates
new one with theV, v values changed of sign. As a cons
quence, symmetry adapted angular basis functions are o
form
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE II. A Vl v
JG j (O ) and B Vl v

JG j (O ) coefficients of Eq.~4! for the X-benzene systems using theD6h sym-
metry group. Note thatB Vl v

JG j (O )50 for the case ofV5v50.

Symmetry class VÞ0 or vÞ0 V5v50

O A Vl v
JG j (O ) B Vl v

JG j (O ) A Vl v
JG j (O )

E 1 0 1
C6 2 cos(v2V)p/3 0 2
C3 2 cos 2(v2V)p/3 0 2
C2 (21)V1v 0 1
C28 0 (21)J1l 2V2v(112 cos 2(v2V)p/3) 3(21)J1l

C29 0 (21)J1l (112 cos 2(v2V)p/3) 3(21)J1l

E* (21)l 1v1V 0 (21)l

S3 (21)l 1v2 cos(v12V)p/3 0 2(21)l

S6 (21)l 1v2 cos(2v1V)p/3 0 2(21)l

sh (21)l 0 (21)l

sd 0 (21)J(112 cos 2(V2v)p/3) 3(21)J

sv 0 (21)J2V1v(112 cos 2(V2v)p/3) 3(21)J
e-

s

n

ry
r
t

nc-
e,

ody-
W Vl v
JMG j~a,b,g,u,f!5AVl v

JG j WVl v
JM ~a,b,g,u,f!

1BVl v
JG j W2Vl 2v

JM ~a,b,g,u,f!,

~3!

whereG j is the j th irreducible representation of the symm
try operators group. The coefficientsAVl v

JG j and BVl v
JG j are

obtained applying the projection operator of theG j represen-
tation on a given function of Eq.~2!. Thus, these coefficient
take the form

AVl v
JG j 5

x~ j !~E!

N
(

O

x~ j !~O ! A Vl v
JG j ~O !,

~4!

BVl v
JG j 5

x~ j !~E!

N
(

O

x~ j !~O ! B Vl v
JG j ~O !,

wherex ( j )(O ) is the character of thej th irreducible repre-
sentation of theO symmetry class andN is the total number
of symmetry operators in each group. The new coefficie
A Vl v

JG j (O ) andB Vl v
JG j (O ) are listed in Tables II and III for

the cases of benzene and cyclopropane, respectively.

B. Matrix elements between angular functions

The Hamiltonian matrix elements in the symmet
adapted basis functions of Eq.~3! are expressed as linea
combinations of those expressed in the original basis se
Eq. ~2!.
nloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP li
ts

of

The matrix elements of theĵ2 and l̂2 angular momentum
operators are evaluated by transforming the body-fixed fu
tions of Eq.~2! to angular functions in the space-fixed fram
by

WVl v
JM ~a,b,g,u,f!5 (

jmnml

~21!M2VA~2J11!~2 j 11!

3S J l j

2M ml mD S J l j

2V v n
D

3Y nl ml

jm ~a,b,g,uR ,fR!, ~5!

whereuR ,fR are the polar coordinates ofR in the space-
fixed frame. The space-fixed functions, defined as

Y nl ml

jm ~a,b,g,uR ,fR!

5A2 j 11

8p2 Dmn
j* ~a,b,g!Yl ml

~uR ,fR!, ~6!

are eigenfunctions ofl̂2, ĵ2 and ĵ z
2 , with eigenvalues

\2l (l 11), \2 j ( j 11) and\2n2. Using Eq.~5!, the matrix
elements of the angular momentum operators between b
fixed functions are readily obtained as
TABLE III. A Vl v
JG j (O ) andB Vl v

JG j (O ) coefficients of Eq.~4! for the X-cyclopropane systems using theD3h

symmetry group. Note thatB Vl v
JG j (O )50 for the case ofV5v50.

Symmetry class VÞ0 or vÞ0 V5v50

O A Vl v
JG j (O ) B Vl v

JG j (O ) A Vl v
JG j (O )

E 1 0 1
C3 2 cos 2(v2V)p/3 0 2
C2 0 (21)J1l (112 cos 2(v2V)p/3) 3(21)J1l

sh (21)l 1v1V 0 (21)l

S3 (21)l 1v1V2 cos 2(v2V)p/3 0 2(21)l

sv 0 (21)J1V1v(112 cos 2(v2V)p/3) 3(21)J
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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^WV8l 8v8
JM u l̂2uWVl v

JM &5d l l 8dVV8dvv8 \2l ~ l 11!,

^WV8l 8v8
JM u ĵ2uWVl v

JM &

5d l l 8dVV8dvv8 \2@J~J11!1l ~ l 11!22Vv#

2d l l 8dVV861dvv861

3\2AJ~J11!2VV8Al ~ l 11!2vv8

^WV8l 8v8
JM u ĵ z

2uWVl v
JM &5d l l 8dVV8dvv8 \2~V2v!2. ~7!

The potential term is expanded in spherical harmonics

V~R,u,f!5(
L,l

VL,l~R! YL,l~u,f!, ~8!

where the expansion coefficients fulfillVL,ulu(R)
5(21)lVL,2ulu(R). The potential is symmetric unde
the reflection through the ring plane, i.e.,V(R,u,f)
5V(R,p2u,f). In addition, V(R,u,f)5V(R,u,f
12np/N) (N being the number of carbon atoms of the rin!
andl50,6N,62N . . . . Using this expansion, the potentia
matrix elements become

^WV8l 8v8
JM uVuWVl v

JM &5dV8V

~21!v8

A4p
(
Ll

VLl~R!

3A~2l 811!~2L11!~2l 11!

3S l L l 8

0 0 0 D S l L l 8

v l 2v8
D ,

~9!

with (
¯

¯) being 32 j symbols.

C. Radial basis functions and matrix elements

The radial basis set functions,Fv(R), are eigenstates o
a one-dimension Hamiltonian for some reference poten
Vref(R) and are numerically calculated. Thus, since the eq
librium configuration of these complexes corresponds tou
50 or p, the number of functions required to converge t
calculation is greatly reduced choosingVref5V(R,u50,f).

It should be noted, however, that for complexes with N
the number of bound eigenstates supported by a singleVref is
not enough and one has to use several reference poten
As an example, for Ne-cyclopropane a second reference
tential foru5p/2 andf5p/3 is used, since the total eigen
functions for this system can reach such a configuration,
will be discussed in what follows. The corresponding eige
functions are further orthonormalized following a Schm
procedure.27

Derivatives of radial numerical functions are evaluat
using a fast Fourier transform method.28 All the radial inte-
grals required to evaluate the Hamiltonian matrix eleme
are calculated numerically. Such procedure involves an e
However, the same integrals are calculated for all the eig
values, which compensates errors when considering tra
tions.
Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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D. Diagonalization

The eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian of Eq.~1! be-
longing to theG j irreducible representation are expanded

C i
JMG j~a,b,g,R!

5 (
vVl v

AvVl v
JMG j

Fv~R!

R
W Vl v

JMG j~a,b,g,u,f!. ~10!

In order to increase the number of accurate decimal
ures through the diagonalization, the integer part of
ground eigenvalue, in cm21, is subtracted to every diagona
Hamiltonian matrix element. Thus, to get eigenvalues w
an accuracy of the order of 1 kHz, eight significant figur
are converged for the ground state with the basis set cho
as follows. In Eq.~10!, basis functions are added up un
weights for all different quantum numbers become sma
than 10210, the weight ofv, for example, being defined a
wv5(Vl vuAvVl v

JMG j u2 ~and similarly forV, l andv!.
The matrices required for such accuracy become v

large asJ increases~being of the order of 40 000340 000
for the largestJ’s considered in degenerate representatio!
and a variational method was only possible forJ50. For the
simulation of the microwave spectra only the ground van
Waals states for severalJ andG j are required. These state
are calculated using an iterative Lanczos method which
proven to be very efficient and accurate.29 In this method, the
initial guess is obtained in a diagonalization with a reduc
basis set. In each iteration a subspace formed by'50 func-
tions is generated from the initial guess following the Lan
zos algorithm,30,31 and the resulting tridiagonal Hamiltonia
matrix is diagonalized. The resulting ground eigenvalue
used for the next iteration until the residue~overlap between
the wave functions before and after each diagonalization! is
smaller than a given criterion, 10212 in this case.

III. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

Cyclopropane and benzene are formed by several r
of N identical atoms, all of them centered along the bod
fixed z-axis. For the case of benzene, the equilibrium co
figuration corresponds to an arrangement of atoms in
circular and concentric rings in a plane, one of carbon ato
with radiusRC51.395 Å andzC50, and the second of hy
drogen atoms, with radiusRH52.479 Å andzH50. Cyclo-
propane is composed of three rings, a central ring of car
atoms, with radiusRC50.874 87 Å, andzC50, placed be-
tween two parallel rings of hydrogen atoms, with radi
RH51.449 24 Å withzH560.911 52 Å. Thus, the interac
tion potential is a periodic function of thef variable, as we
have already discussed. Assuming the knowledge of the
which will be specified later on, and in order to obtain t
VLl(R) coefficients appearing in Eq.~8!, it is convenient
first to account for the periodicity of the potential in thef
variable and perform a Fourier expansion

V~R,u,f!5W0~R,u!12(
g.0

Wg~R,u!cos~gNf!, ~11!

with
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Wg~R,u!5
N

2p E
0

2p/N

df V~R,u,f!cos~gNf!. ~12!

The g50 coefficient describes the interaction between
rare-gas atom and a continuum ring, while theg.0 coeffi-
cients account for the corrugation in the potential. Using
propertyVLulu5(21)lVL2ulu , ensuring that the potential i
a real function, Eq.~8! can be rewritten as

V~R,u,f!5
1

A2p
(
L

FVL0~R!QL0~u!

12 (
l.0

VLl~R!QLl~u!cos~lf!G , ~13!

whereQLl are normalized associated Legendre function25

Comparison of Eqs.~13! and ~11! leads one to identify

Wg~R,u!5
1

A2p
(
L

VLl~R!QLl~u!, ~14!

with l5gN. Hence, theVLl are readily obtained throug
quadratures involving Fourier coefficients

VLgN~R!5A2pE
21

1

d~cosu!QLgN~u!Wg~R,u!. ~15!

The rings of identical atoms of benzene and cyclop
pane, denoted bya, are characterized by a radiusRa and by
the position of its center on thez-axis, za . The Fourier ex-
pansion is done independently for each ringa, obtaining the
correspondingWg

a , and the total Fourier coefficients of Eq
~12! are then obtained as the simple additionWg5(aWg

a .
Assuming that the van der Waals interaction is descri

by a sum of Lennard-Jones pairwise potentials between e
of the atoms of the ring and the rare-gas atom, the Fou
coefficients for each ring can be obtained analytica
through the following expression:32

Wg
a~R,u!54Nea (

k56,12
sa

k ~21!k21

bgN~k/221!!

3
dk/221

dak/221

~Aa22b22a!gN

Aa22b2
, ~16!

where a5Ra
21r a

2 and b522Rar a sinua @with r a

5AR21za
222zaR cosu and tanua5Rsinu/(Rcosu2za)],

andsa andea are the usual Lennard-Jones parameters a
ciated with the interaction of the identical atoms of ringa
with the rare-gas atom. The Fourier expansion converge
depends on the matter density of the ring. Usually, as in
interaction of an atom with a planar surface33 or with an
helicoidal arrangement of atoms,34,35 a maximum of three or
four terms is required in the expansion to reproduce the s
dard pairwise sum procedure.

When the rare-gas atom is located on theN fold symme-
try axis, the body-fixedz-axis, the zero-order coefficien
takes the simple form

W0
a~R,u50!54Ne (

k56,12
~21!k/2

sk

~Ra
21r a

2 !k/2 , ~17!
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and theWg.0
a coefficients vanish. Therefore, the zero-ord

term ~continuum ring approximation! becomes ‘‘exact’’ in
such configurations. The equilibrium positionze for the rare-
gas atom is obtained analytically in such a symmetric c
figuration giving two equivalent minima at

ze2za56A21/3s22Ra
2 when Ra,21/6s, ~18a!

or a single minimum at

ze2za50 when Ra>21/6s, ~18b!

with the minimum value of the potential given by

W0
a~ze2za ,u50!52Ne. ~19!

In summary, the expansion of the potential in spheri
harmonics, Eq.~8!, is done in two steps. First, a Fourie
expansion is performed in thef variable, and the globalWg

Fourier coefficients of the potential are obtained as the s
of the individual Wg

a terms obtained analytically for eac
ring, as explained above. This analytical expansion is fa
than a numerical procedure and, what is more importa
reduces the error. In the second step, for each Fourier c
ponentWg(R,u), the VL,l(R) (l56gN) coefficients are
evaluated numerically using a Gauss-Legendre quadratu

A. Benzene

There are severalab initio calculations on the potentia
energy surfaces~PES! of complexes of rare-gas atoms wit
benzene.15,16,19Ab initio data have been fitted with some an
lytic functions in order to provide a whole PES to be used
spectra simulations.15 Although the accuracy of these calcu
lations is not enough to reproduce high resolution microwa
spectra on these systems, they can provide a way to ch
the analytic functional forms used to produce empirical PE
The commonly used form, based on a superposition of p
wise Lennard-Jones potentials11,12,17 between the rare-ga
atom and each of the atoms of benzene, is able to fit theab
initio points in the region of the well but fails to reproduc
the configurations in which the rare-gas atom is in the pla
of the aromatic ring. Moreover, it has been theoretica
found that the dispersion energy forp-electrons of benzene
cannot be described by simple atom-atom terms especial
planar configurations, but the error made using these form
generally small at the equilibrium configuration.13

Along this line, empirical PES’s have been proposed
cluding three-body terms based on Lennard-Jones-type f
tions that accurately describe the microwave spectra of s
eral complexes of rare-gas atoms with benzene.3 When the
potential of Brupbacheret al.3 for the case of the Ne-benzen
complex ~in which RC51.395 Å, Ve52151 cm21 and
Re53.2989 Å) is fitted by a pure pairwise Lennard-Jon
potential using Eqs. ~18! and ~19!, we obtain
e525.1667 cm21 and s53.191 Å. For theC6v configura-
tion, the pure Lennard-Jones potential coincides with
Brupbacher potential and is in good agreement with h
quality ab initio data that have recently appeared16 @see Fig.
1~a!#. However, in the planar configuration~with u5p/2 and
f5p/6), the pure Lennard-Jones potential overestimates
depth of the well and underestimates the equilibrium d
tance~unfortunately, for this last configuration there are n
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ab initio data of the same quality!. In Fig. 1~b! similar plots
are shown, but for Ar-benzene, and theab initio points are
taken from Ref. 15. We observe essentially the same beha
ior as in the Ne-benzene case, particularly the discrepanc
between the three models at planar configurations. The sit
ation for the complexes of Kr and Xe is also similar, indi-
cating that a simple Lennard-Jones pairwise potential is u
able to describe planar configurations forX-benzene
complexes and three-body terms should be included.

Recent experiments on intermolecular spectroscopy
the Ar-benzene ground state6,10 are in very good agreement
with bound state calculations18,10 using the empirical PES
already mentioned.3 The excellent agreement obtained up to

FIG. 1. Potential energy for Ne-benzene~a! and Ar-benzene~b! at two
angular configurations,u50 the deepest one, and atu5p/2, f5p/6. Solid
lines correspond to Brupbacheret al. PES~Ref. 3!, while dashed lines are
the pure atom-atom Lennard-Jones potential. Points areab initio calcula-
tions taken from Ref. 16 for Ne-benzene and from Ref. 15.
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a relatively high excitation of van der Waals modes~'one-
third of the binding energy! clearly indicates that the high
resolution microwave spectra not only provide detailed inf
mation on the structure of the complex but also on the sh
of the PES near the equilibrium configuration. The succ
of this PES, provided that none of the states involved c
reach configurations in which the rare-gas atom is in
carbon ring plane, supports the idea that functional for
based on Lennard-Jones-type functions, including three-b
terms, are well adapted to describe the PES of rare-
atoms-aromatic clusters.

For complexes of benzene we use the PES of Br
bacheret al.3 that can be rewritten in the form

V~R,u,f!5(
i

4eS s12

Ri
122

s6

Ri
6D 1

1

2 (
i , j

g

Ri
6Rj

6 , ~20!

whereRi is the distance between thei th carbon of the ring
and the rare gas, ande, s and g are effective potential pa
rameters which are expressed in terms of the original on3

The effect of the hydrogen atoms was included implicitly
the parameters corresponding to the carbon atoms. The
term in the right-hand side corresponds to pure atom-a
interactions while the second one corresponds to three-b
corrections, involving the rare gas and two carbon ato
The three-body contribution in Eq.~20! can also be ex-
panded in Fourier series by using Eq.~16! with the sum
restricted tok56. In Fig. 2, contour plots of the PES fo
Ar-benzene are shown at two relevant configurations, tha
the plane correspond to the rare-gas atom facing a ca
atom, f50, and at equivalent distances from two carb
atoms,f5p/6. The equilibrium position is atC6v configu-

FIG. 2. Contour plots of the PES of Ar-benzene~Ref. 3!, ~a! for f50 and
~b! for f5p/6. The contours start at2400, in intervals of 50 cm21.
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ration while planar configurations, both atf50 and at
f5p/6, are at much higher energy and show saddle po
with maxima as a function ofu and minima as a function o
R.

B. Cyclopropane

The fact that in cyclopropane the hydrogen atoms are
in the carbon ring plane originates new features in the PE
its complexes with rare-gas atoms, leading to noticea
steric effects, absent inX-benzene complexes. In additio
since three-body corrections are mainly attributed top-
electrons and cyclopropane is weakly aromatic, its inter
tion with rare-gas atoms can be described with pure at
atom Lennard-Jones potentials, and no three-b
corrections have to be accounted for. Thus, the Lenn
Jones parameters have been fitted to reproduce the high
lution microwave spectra recently reported by Xu a
Jäger,20 and are listed in Table IV.

In Fig. 3 two contour plots of the PES for Ar
cyclopropane are shown. The main difference with respec
Ar-benzene is that in this case there are minima in the car
ring plane, foru5p/2 and f5p/312np/3, with a depth
comparable to those of the two minima atu50 andp, and

FIG. 3. Contour plots of the PES of Ar-cyclopropane,~a! for f50 and~b!
for f5p/3. The contours start at2350 in intervals of 50 cm21.

TABLE IV. Lennard-Jones potential parameters for theX-cyclopropane
complexes.

X sCX /Å eCX /cm21 sHX /Å eHX /cm21

Ne 3.2075 31.6667 2.6282 30
Ar 3.2506 80 2.8776 50
Kr 3.3643 96.6667 2.9845 50
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the barrier between all of them is relatively low. The sam
happens for complexes of Ne and Kr. This feature of the P
gives rise to a tunneling around the carbon ring, even for
ground van der Waals state of the complexes, which lead
a splitting of the microwave transitions as it has been
cently reported for Ne-cyclopropane.20 This effect is even
more notorious for excited van der Waals states as it will
discussed below.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Microwave spectra and rotational constants

In order to simulate the microwave spectra, the dip
moment,d, is assumed to be proportional toY10(u,f). The
transition operator in the electric dipole approach,d•e ~with
e being the light polarization vector!, belongs to theA1u and
A19 irreducible representations for benzene and cyclopropa
respectively. With this assumption, the typical selection ru
involving DK50 of symmetric tops are obtained. The m
crowave spectra for all the complexes under study are w
described by the energy levels of a symmetric top, of ene
EJK . It should be noted thatK is an approximate quantum
number which in the exact calculation corresponds to theV
of higher probability and is only introduced to compare w
the rigid rotor approach. The mixing amongV quantum
numbers arises from Coriolis couplings in Eq.~7!. For in-
stance, theE8, J52 state of20Ne-cyclopropane (v tun50),
which corresponds toK51, has a distribution of 0.05, 0.9
and 0.04 forV50, 1 and 2, respectively, and for Ar-benzen
the E1g , J52, K51 eigenstate the decomposition is 0.0
0.98 and 0.01 forV50, 1 and 2, respectively.

Simulated microwave transitions for Ar-benzene a
complexes of cyclopropane are shown in Table V, compa
with the experimental values.1,20 The results for Ar-benzene
show the reliability of the procedure of this work, since t
potential of Brupbacheret al.3 used was fit to the experimen
tal microwave transitions.1 As it can be seen, the discrepa
cies are of a few MHz and may be attributed to the differe
treatment made on the Coriolis coupling term. In the work
Brupbacher and co-workers,3 the body-fixed frame was op
timized to minimize the Coriolis term and, then, the residu
coupling was neglected. On the contrary, in the present tr
ment the Coriolis term is fully accounted for. Neverthele
the agreement between the calculated and experimental
sitions is excellent, with about four reliable significant fi
ures, and the general trend as a function ofJ andK coincides
with that exhibited by the observed transitions.

The calculated transitions for complexes of cyclopr
pane are in even better agreement with the experime
data,20 as can be seen in Table V. The experimental tran
tions for Ne-cyclopropane show a splitting that was attr
uted to a tunneling around the plane.20 This splitting is well
reproduced in the calculations presented in this work. T
experimental and calculated splittings for the 1,0-0,0 tran
tion are 0.3732 and 0.16 MHz, respectively, for the comp
of 20Ne ~and decrease to 0.2934 and 0.13 MHz, respectiv
for 22Ne). Even when there is not a quantitative agreeme
the calculated shift is of the order of the experimental o
and shows the same behavior under isotope substitution
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dow
TABLE V. Microwave spectra for complexes of benzene and cyclopropane for theJ8KG8←JKG transition,G
being the irreducible representation of each state. For the case of20Ne-cyclopropane, the two tunneling com
ponents,v tun50 and 1, are given separately. The experimental frequencies are taken from Ref. 2
X-cyclopropane complexes and from Ref. 1 for Ar-benzene.

J8 G8 J G K ncalc/MHz nexp/MHz

40Ar-benzene
4 A1g 3 A1u 0 9443.907 9449.243
5 A1u 4 A1g 0 11 804.298 11 810.965
6 A1g 5 A1u 0 14 164.298 14 172.301
7 A1u 6 A1g 0 16 523.831 16 533.166
4 E1g 3 E1u 1 9443.767 9449.100
5 E1u 4 E1g 1 11 804.123 11 810.789
6 E1g 5 E1u 1 14 164.087 14 172.087
4 E2g 3 E2u 2 9443.341 9448.671
5 E2u 4 E2g 2 11 803.617 11 810.253
6 E2g 5 E2u 2 14 163.436 14 171.444
4 B1g 3 B1u 3 9442.649 9447.959
5 B1u 4 B1g 3 11 802.722 11 809.365
6 B1g 5 B1u 3 14 162.406 14 170.376
7 B1u 6 B1g 3 16 521.618 16 530.917

20Ne-cyclopropanev tun50
1 A19 0 A18 0 4861.261 4861.1235
2 A18 1 A19 0 9721.540 9720.4353
3 A19 2 A18 0 14 579.913 14 576.1044
4 A18 3 A19 0 19 435.408 19 426.2964
2 E8 1 E9 1 9719.416 9718.4342

20Ne-cyclopropanev tun51
1 A28 0 A29 0 4861.099 4860.7503
2 A29 1 A28 0 9721.266 9719.6995
3 A28 2 A29 0 14 579.510 14 575.0356
4 A29 3 A28 0 19 434.882 19 424.9330
2 E9 1 E8 1 9719.312 9717.9062

40Ar-cyclopropane
2 A18 1 A19 0 6289.498 6289.4183
3 A19 2 A18 0 9433.891 9433.5373
4 A18 3 A19 0 12 577.766 12 576.9507
5 A19 4 A18 0 15 721.003 15 719.4239
2 E8 1 E9 1 6289.260 6289.1700

84Kr-cyclopropane
2 A18 1 A19 0 4467.343 4467.3303
3 A19 2 A18 0 6700.879 6700.7524
4 A18 3 A19 0 8934.180 8933.8881
5 A19 4 A18 0 11 167.409 11 166.6402
6 A18 5 A19 0 13 400.193 13 398.9192
2 E8 1 E9 1 4467.229 4467.2243
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For Kr and Ar-cyclopropane, the calculated splittings a
reduced by an order of magnitude, which can explain w
they were not observed experimentally. For this reason
Table V the splitted transitions are only shown for the ca
of Ne.

In order to illustrate the nature of the splitting it is inte
esting to analyze the nature of the bound states involved.
ground (A18 , J50 namedv tun50) and first excited (A29 , J
50 namedv tun51) van der Waals states of complexes
cyclopropane~which correspond to symmetric and antisym
metric states, respectively, with respect to the reflection
the plane!, are nearly degenerate, and the small splitting,D,
is a result of the tunneling around the carbon ring plane. T
effect does not appear in the first van der Waals state
complexes of benzene. The splitting obtained for comple
of cyclopropane with20Ne, 40Ar and 84Kr are 2.67, 0.07 and
0.003 MHz, respectively. As the interaction becomes str
nloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP li
e
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ger and the bond more localized, as happens for Ar and
the tunneling probability decreases. The tunneling around
carbon ring is well illustrated in Figs. 4 fo
20Ne-cyclopropane, where contour plots of the grou
(A18 , v tun50, J50) and first excited states (A29 , v tun51, J
50) are compared. The evenA18 wave function is nonzero in
the plane only forf5p/3 while for f50 is zero, which
shows that the tunneling occurs between two carbon atom
the ring. TheA29 wave function, however, is always zero
the plane since it is odd under reflection in thex-y plane.
This small difference explains the energy shift between th
two states.

As was already mentioned, the energy levels are w
reproduced using a symmetric top model for these co
plexes. The correspondingB, DJ and DJK parameters are
listed in Table VI and compared with those obtained fro
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 4. Contour plots of the amplitude of the groundA18 ~a! and first excitedA29 ~b! wave functions of20Ne-cyclopropane forf50 andp/3.
la

the
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the observed spectra. The theoretical constants are calcu
from the lower transitions as

B5
8~E102E00!2~E202E10!

12
,

DJ5
2~E102E00!2~E202E10!

24
,

Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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DJK5

~E202E10!2~E212E11!

4
.

For Ne-cyclopropane, the calculatedDJ and DJK spectro-
scopic constants present larger deviations with respect to
experimental data than for the rest of the complexes of
clopropane. This is attributed to the larger tunneling splitti
ef. 20

1

TABLE VI. Rotational constants. The experimental values are taken from Ref. 3 for benzene and from R
for cyclopropane.

System

Calculated Experimenta

B/MHz DJ /kHz DJK /kHz B/MHz DJ /kHz DJK /kHz

20Ne2C6H6 1809.12 19.70 87.04 1810.25527 19.384 88.400
40Ar2C6H6 1180.59 3.26 17.48 1181.25953 3.257 17.801
84Kr2C6H6 795.45 1.26 7.88 795.6821 1.315 7.895
20Ne2C3H6(v tun50) 2430.71 40.94 530.96 2430.7131 75.49 497.1
20Ne2C3H6(v tun51) 2430.63 38.84 488.37 2430.5260 75.08 445.5
22Ne2C3H6(v tun50) 2301.16 37.05 467.16 2302.2259 68.17 432.9
22Ne2C3H6(v tun51) 2301.09 35.01 378.09 2302.0778 67.80 393.6
40Ar2C3H6 1572.432 7.23 59.40 1572.4338 9.89 60.2
84Kr2C3H6 1116.861 3.11 28.53 1116.8642 4.0053 26.12

aReferences 3 and 20.
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VII. Van der Waals vibrational frequencies for the first excited states of the complexes of benzene andJ50. The binding energies of theX-benzene
complexes are 108.52, 349.10 and 452.73 cm21 for 20Ne, Ar and84Kr, respectively.

20Ne-benzene 40Ar-benzene 84Kr-benzene

G(D6h) DE/cm21 G(D6h) DE/cm21 Experimenta Experimentb G(D6h) DE/cm21 Experimentc

E1u ,E1g 20.07 E1u ,E1g 33.04 33.03 32.8 E1u ,E1g 35.26 35.2
A1g ,A2u 25.79 A1g ,A2u 39.55 39.89 39.99 A1g ,A2u 36.79 ¯

E2g ,E2u 36.76 E2g ,E2u 63.38 63.32 ¯ E2g ,E2u 68.18 ¯

E1u ,E1g 40.26 A1g ,A2u 66.36 65.53 65.39 E1u ,E1g 68.97 ¯

A1g ,A2u 40.41 E1u ,E1g 68.30 68.70 ¯ A1g ,A2u 69.35 ¯

A1g ,A2u 47.20 A1g ,A2u 76.37 ¯ 77.11 A1g ,A2u 72.90 ¯

B1g ,B2u 50.10 B1g ,B2u 91.00 ¯ ¯ B1g ,B2u 98.73 ¯

B1u ,B2g 60.65 B1u ,B2g 91.24 ¯ ¯ B1u ,B2g 98.92 ¯

aReference 6.
bReference 10.
cReference 4.
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for this complex which produces the result that the wa
functions are distributed over a larger region of the confi
ration space, with a nonzero probability of finding the N
atom in the carbon plane of cyclopropane. As it was d
cussed above, the analytic form used to describe the
might not be perfectly adapted to describe such configu
tions, which would explain the inaccuracy of the PES
reproduce the spectroscopic constants in the case of
cyclopropane.

B. Intermolecular spectroscopy

Microwave spectra provide information on the grou
van der Waals level of the complexes, not only in the eq
librium configuration but also on the shape of the PES w
provided that theB, DJ and DJK constants are accurate
reproduced. As an example, several frequencies for the in
molecular transitions of Ar-benzene have been measured
cently using ionization-detected stimulated Ram
spectroscopy6 and ion dip spectroscopy10 in very good agree-
ment with calculations reported by Riedle and van d
Avoird18 and Neuhauseret al.10 using the PES of Brup-
bacheret al.3 The calculations performed in this work fo
Ar-benzene are in very good agreement with the previ
ones18 and are listed in Table VII, together with those
20Ne-benzene and84Kr-benzene, and compared with th
available experimental data.4,6,10 All the states present a
regular ordering for the different systems and their nat
was discussed previously.10,18 The good agreement obtaine
between the experimental and theoretical values using
empirical PES of Brupbacheret al.3 suggests that the hig
resolution microwave spectra can provide a good descrip
of the well up to a relatively high energy, at least f
'100 cm21 for the case of Ar-benzene, that represents
proximately a third of the binding energy.

The first van der Waals levels of the complexes of c
clopropane are listed in Table VIII. The first two states,A18
andA29 , are nearly degenerated and are even and odd s
with respect to the reflection in thex-y body-fixed plane, the
carbon ring plane. The small separation between them a
from the tunneling around the plane, as it was discus
above, and it is a consequence of the low barrier for inv
sion appearing in complexes of cyclopropane. The pla
Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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configuration is stabilized by the interaction of the rare-g
atoms with hydrogen atoms which produces a relatively d
well for the rare-gas atom in the plane andf5p/31np/3,
i.e., the middle of the C–C bond~as it is shown in Fig. 3!.

The first excited van der Waals states are over the inv
sion barrier, and the ring-plane-tunneling pairs split, so t
the energy difference between them (A182A29 , A282A19 and
E82E9) becomes of several cm21. These excited states ar
mainly located in the three symmetric wells appearing in
x-y body-fixed plane, between two carbon atoms of the ri
This is the reason why a new quasidegeneracy appears
tween oneA18 and twoE8 states~or equivalently oneA28 and
two E9) which are symmetric under reflection in thex-y
plane ~or antisymmetric!. The first excitedA18 state of Ar-
cyclopropane, in Fig. 5, clearly shows that the larger am
tude of the wave functions is located in the plane, betwe
two carbon atoms, and the twoE8 states show an equivalen
situation. These quasidegenerate triplets can be constru
as linear combinations of three zero-order states, each
located in one of the three potential wells in the plane. T
small splitting between the nondegenerateA18 state and the

TABLE VIII. Van der Waals vibrational frequencies for the first excite
states of the complexes of cyclopropane andJ50. The binding energies of
the X-cyclopropane complexes are 132.36, 311.00 and 365.24 cm21 for
20Ne, Ar and 84Kr, respectively. TheA18 , A28 and E8 representation are
symmetric under reflection in thex-y plane, while theA19 , A29 andE9 are
antisymmetric.

20Ne-cyclopropane 40Ar-cyclopropane 84Kr-cyclopropane

G(D3h) DE/cm21 G(D3h) DE/cm21 G(D3h) DE/cm21

A18 0 A18 0 A18 0
A29 131024 A29 231026 A29 231027

E8 16.01 A18 6.52 A18 14.18
A18 16.10 E8 6.55 E8 14.21
E9 20.34 A29 24.54 A29 31.15
A29 21.41 E9 24.57 E9 31.19
E8 23.67 E8 40.30 A18 40.25
A18 26.33 A18 40.33 A29 40.27
E9 26.40 E8 41.17 E8 45.06
A29 30.20 A29 43.43 E9 45.39
E8 33.00 A18 43.68 A18 46.62
A18 34.78 E9 43.99 E8 47.06
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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two degenerateE8 states arises from a probability of passi
from one well to the next one, both of them in the plane, a
it is a second kind of tunneling in the cyclopropane co
plexes.

The excited states of all these complexes spread ov
wide region of the configuration space. Therefore, the exp
mental measurement of the intramolecular spectra of th
complexes would provide important information of th
PES’s in a large region, and not only in the region of t
potential well around the equilibrium configuration, as is t
case of Ar-benzene. All the motions in the complexes
cyclopropane are strongly mixed, which makes it difficult
assign a characteristic frequency to each individual coo
nate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, empirical potential energy surfaces are p
sented for complexes of cyclopropane with several rare-
atoms. The functional form of the PES’s is based on pairw
Lennard-Jones-type functions which have been widely u
to describe the van der Waals interaction between rare
atoms and aromatic molecules. Three-body terms are
pected to have a rather small contribution because cyclo
pane is only weakly aromatic, while for complexes of be
zene they are important.3,13 The parameters of the PES
presented in this work were obtained by fitting to high re
lution microwave spectra recently reported by Xu a
Jäger.20 To this end, a numerical procedure was develop
based on the Lanczos algorithm and taking into account
full symmetry of these complexes. It has been checked
benzene complexes and allows the accurate calculation o

FIG. 5. Contour plots of the amplitude of the first excitedA18 wave function
~of energy 6.52 cm21 in Table VIII! of 40-cyclopropane forf50 andp/3.
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bound states of the complexes atJ.0, including Coriolis
couplings, where standard diagonalization schemes bec
unfeasible. Moreover, the potential is expanded in a Fou
series analytically for the functional form chosen, which pr
vides an improvement of the numerical accuracy.

The observed splitting in the microwave spectra
Ne-cyclopropane20 was reasonably reproduced and is a co
sequence of the rotational tunneling around the carbon
of cyclopropane, between two carbon atoms. The ground
first excited van der Waals levels, corresponding to symm
ric and antisymmetric states with respect to the reflection
the carbon plane, are separated by only'1024 cm21. Ar
and Kr complexes also show tunneling splitting, but mu
smaller, which explains why this effect was not experime
tally observed. On the contrary, complexes of benzene do
show such a tunneling process probably because the ca
ring is significantly larger and, mainly, because the prese
of hydrogen atoms in parallel rings to the carbon one in
case of cyclopropane yields significant differences. This
rangement stabilizes configurations of the complexes
which the rare-gas atom lies in the carbon ring plane, ma
between two carbon atoms.

Similar rotational tunneling effects have been theore
cally predicted in some endohedral fullereneC60

complexes36–39 where the rotational ground state splits in
quasiband composed of 20 rotational states, because
are 20 hexagon wells in the PES used.

The excited van der Waals states for complexes of
clopropane are above the rotational barrier and, theref
their probability density is distributed in a wide region of th
configuration space. In particular, there is an important pr
ability of finding the rare-gas atom in the carbon ring plan
distributed in the three symmetric wells of the potent
placed between two carbon atoms. For this reason, the
cited van der Waals states are grouped in triplets, wh
correspond to three nearly degenerate states~eitherA18 ,E8 or
A29 ,E9 which are symmetric or antisymmetric under refle
tion in the x-y plane, respectively!. The small shift in the
triplets between the two degenerate states and the nonde
erate state is evidence of a second kind of rotational tun
ing. It would be desirable to perform intramolecular spe
troscopy studies5 on these clusters to check the validity
the PES’s obtained in this work from high resolution micr
wave spectra. The success of the empirical PES obta
from microwave spectra3 may lie in the fact that all the com
plexes between rare-gas atoms and benzene are well loc
at the equilibrium configuration. Since the bound states
complexes of cyclopropane spread over a larger region of
configuration space, the adequacy of the empirical PES’s
termined in this work could be analyzed. Such studies wo
help to establish the role of three-body terms in the rare-
atom-cyclopropane clusters and, by comparing with
available data on benzene complexes, in aromatic cluste
general.
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